**Lockdown im Fokus - call for participation in interactive photo project**

**Deadline for registration:** May 11 2020  
**Closing date:** May 17 2020

"Lockdown im Fokus" is an interactive photo project of the cultural promotion department of the Studentenwerk Niederbayern/Oberpfalz, which takes place simultaneously at all university locations in Eastern Bavaria (Regensburg, Passau, Landshut, Deggendorf, Pfarrkirchen, Straubing).

This photo project focuses on the exit and contact restrictions during the corona crisis. We focus the lens on peculiarities and singularities from our new everyday life.

Social Distancing is the motto of these days. The street scene is changing. The university locations are changing. Student life is changing. Studying is suddenly digital. Campus is empty. Students are sitting next to us in the zoom meeting instead of in the lecture hall. What are all these changes doing to us and our environment? What does this time do with us?

Let us document this extraordinary time together and join our photo project!

Based on our previous projects of "Passau/Landshut im Fokus" we would like to sharpen your view, your perspective in this exceptional situation. Show us with your pictures curious, sad, funny or unique situations. Give us insight into your emotional world and environment. Students from all disciplines and locations are invited to participate in the project.

Also this time there will be personal photo inspirations for all participants, which should serve as inspiration for your pictures.

The best submissions will be selected for a touring exhibition at all locations.

P.S. Photography is not your cup of tea but you are artistically active elsewhere and want to participate in the project? We are open for all kinds of art. Whether with a poem, slam, artwork or song? No problem. Just write an e-mail to hauner.m@stwno.de and you will get inspiration from us.

**How does the project work?**

Anyone who enjoys photography can take part!

Register until May 11 2020 with a short informal mail to hauner.m@stwno.de. Please do not forget to mention the name of your university or university of applied sciences.

You will receive your personal photo inspirations by e-mail as well as detailed information about the project.

**Deadline for submitting pictures is May 17 2020**

**Conditions of participation:** All students who study at a university or university of applied sciences supervised by the Studentenwerk Ndb./Opf. can participate.

For further information please contact Ms. Maria Hauner:

Maria Hauner  
[hauner.m@stwno.de](mailto:hauner.m@stwno.de)  
0160/93980125